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FOREWORD 4r

There has'been a dearth of longitudinal research related to rural

schools. One df the few recent opportunities for research of this

nature has been occasioned by the Experimental Schools Program for Small

t.:hools Serving Rural Areas which was funded by the National Institute of

Education and is being studied by Abt Associates Inc. through a contract

with the InstItute. "One Year Out: Reports of Rural High School Graduates"

is one of the early reports to come from this )project. This repOrt and

those to follow are eagerly awaited by the rural education coamunity.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools (ERIC/CRESS)

is proud,of the,opportunity to cooperate with Abt Associates and the National

Institute, of=Education in the dissemination of this report of the Experimental

Schools Prog6177tig the rural education community.

Everett D. Edington
Director
ERIC/CRESS
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nuoducion ,

"*.

-For Americans, high school graduation is a major milestone. The

value of their elementary and secondary education is tested during the next

year as graduates seek employment or further ed,A4gjoen and training. Reports

from graduates during this critical year, should reveal much about their

t talents, preparation, and options. It has frequently been presumed at

graduates of small school.districts serving rural areas systematically dif-

fer frzyraduates of more metropolitan school districts with respect to '

all three: talents, preparation, and options. While we will examine this

assumption, our primary objective is to draw from the reports of rural

' graduates insights that will be useful to ruial,educatots concerned with the

'prospects for their graduates.

We find teat several commonly held views of graduates from small,

schools serving rural areas are not sustained by our data.. For example,

our sample of graduates generally leave their communities to further their

education -- not to seek jobs. Another example is that standard community
'1

demographic data do nor explain the quite dramatic differb-nces between

school districts in postgraduate activities that we observe. Finally, there

are no dramatic differences between rural and urban graduates in terms of a

whole series of attitudes. There is some guidance in these findirs for
1

rural educators Concerned with their graduates' prospects. They suggest

' that modifying aspirations, career awareness, and/or grades may produce

changes in postgraduate activities. Education practiAs that increase

fliparticipation in goal-Oriented activities and regulate the openness o

classroom environments may also produce changes in postgraduate activities.

The primary data analyzedin this report were cgllected by Abt

.Associates.in the course of conducting a large four-y longitudinal study

of students attending small schools serving rural, areas project Rural).

We analyze here only the responses to survey questionnaires mailed to 1,028

high school'graduates in nine rural school districts one year after they left,

high school. The response rate to the questionnaires, only 28%, resulted in

a relatively small sample (N=289). (Data from a tenth school district with

an.exceptAonally low response rate have not been included.) Because wp can-

not be assured that the respondents in our sample are representative of the

J



$entire senior class of 1974 in the/nine districts,
1
we also present selected

data from a national probibilltty sample of 16,000 cases which enable us to ,

assess the representativeness of4our much smaller sample. The availability /

of these national data also allows us to discuss the size and importance of

differences in attitudes between urban, suburban, small town, and rural se -
4

nior high school students. The findings from our analysis of the smaller

sample of 289 graduates also deserve special attention in light of the in-

sights they afford on probable consequences of specific educational practices.

We begin this report with a simple description,of what the Project

,rural graduates were doing twelve months after high school and where thew

were doing it. We,summarize this description by dividing the graduates

into five distinct groups. In a second section we use these groups to

examine differences in postgraduate activities across the nine school ,

districts. We refer both to Community demographic and economi54character-
r

istics and to teacher perceptions of pupils and schools that might explain

the differences in postgraduate activities observed. The third section

compares data from Project Rpral with data from the national probability

sample. In the final sectia we look at the extensive behavioral AO

attpitudinal information obtained fran the Project Rural sample of grad-

uates during their senior year to discover which attributes best predict

postgraduate activities. p-

r The nine school districts from which the Project Rural sample is
4

drawn have been participating for several years in in innovativeducational

program called the Experimental Schools (ES) Program flpded by the National

Institute of Education (NiE). As part of its participation in the Experimen-

tal Schools Program, each district went through a phase of needs assessment

followed by a period of intensive pAgram plarining before implementation of

prograis designed to reach their students was undertaken. In 1973-74 when

4

We have looked at the differences between respondents and non-respondents
to the'graduate survey in terms of their attitudes and activities as high
school seniors. The graduate survey respondents tend to have 'slightly
higher educational aspirations and occupational plans than do non-respondentg
Respondents also tend to be slightly more involved in school related activi-
ties and express a slightly greater degree of satisfaction with different
aspects of their school's program than non-respondents. This sug4ests
that the opinions and activities of disgruntled graduates are not as well
represented here as are those of their more pati3fied classmates.

2 9



the sample of graduates discussed in this report was still in high school

these programs, for the most part, had not yet been iMplemenled.

A common theme in the program plans prodficed was the design of innova-

tions that would better prepare graduates for life after high school. Rural

educators findthis job'difficult. They must prepare some students for leaving

rtheir communities to study or work while equipping others Co stay in the

(community and work. Far and away the solutions to these problepp most coca-

\monly proposed by the districts consisted of compensatory education programs,

(,improved counseling, and career education programs. Of these nine school

dist;icts, seven made plaids for implementing one type or another of'career

education component. Such an emphasis on career awareness, as distinct from

Vocational education, indicates that these districts believe their students

do not know enough about occupational and educational options, as well as the

qUalifications these require, both in their own communities and in other

locations. (True or not, such a belie has certainly been part of the "common

wisdom" of rural schooling studies.) e of our findings givet us reason to

expect career education programs will later be shown to enhance studentt'

pOstgraduate educational and occupational attainment.

Description of the Resp ondents

Graduates' responses to six questions in our survey questionnaire

provide the folaowing information on wha., they were doing and where they

wee one year after graduation:

(1) type of post - secondary educational institution attended

(2) field of study

(3) number of huul-i w.:rked in an average week (here summarized
less than or mJre than 40 hours)

(4) earnings per week before deductions

(5) distance of current residence from high,school'

(6) size of current community

Table 1 shows that almost half (48 %) of-our respondents are con-

tinuing their education, with most (28%) attending four -year colleges Or

Cualversities.- Vocational and technical two-year colleges draw the smallest

prOportion of students (7%). The pattern favoring an academte-trtientation is

repeated in the selection of fields of study; whatever type of instittftiOn

graduates attend, 71% select academic over vocational fields econcentration

(Table 2).

V
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Many of those who are in schobl are also working part- or full-time.
. -

a

If we include in oil count those graduates who have held'a job'since graduation

but may not currently be employed, fully 85% of the'respondents have, held

jobs (Table 3).
2

Only 52% of our sample issgainfully employed either part- or

t
full-time. Their earnings are neither high nor low; those working full-

time make an average of $133 per week' ov'about $3.30 per hour.

.About half of our responglents have moved; -but 17% have mooed less

than 50'miles away and are still in relatively small commun4ies (population

less than,50,000); another 17% have moved more than 50 miles but again to4
small cities or towns (Table 5). Seventeen percent have moved more than 50

miles and to larger communities (population more than 50,006). Fully 50%
,

have not left their home community One year after graduation. This pattern

is not dramatically different for women than for men though more wodhen than

men have remained in their home communities.

Using the'descriptors Just disciled we attempted VD dross classify

our sample of graduaies into discrete groups. We'experimented with several

different statistical techniques (i.e., different methods of cluster Analysis)

but found that a simple 'examination Ofethe cross-tabulations produced#More
,

internally homogeneous and distinct groups. We were able to'classity 245

individuals into the following five groups: unemployed,' working, two-year

college students, local four-year college students and distant four-year
*

college students (Table 6). Some of the remaining 44 respondents'fell into

additional groups with few graduates. Information was missing fOr die pest.

To develop this ,classification it was necessary to droli three descriptors--

earnings, academic or vocational field of stu4y, and.size of community moved

to--in order to obtain groups large enough for analysis of district differences

in group profiles. Results of this district differences analyses are reported

in the -following section.

Before turning to that analysis, howeVer, it is worth noting that in our

sample moving, seems to be highly:correlated with continuing education. For

instance, we know of only fourteen gradUateS pho moved more than 50 Tiles and

are not in school. Table 6 shows that most of the graduates who go more than

50 miles from home do so to pursue their education, althoughlthey may be working.

This also suggests that those who do not continue their iAucat.oh are more

likely to live close to home. °

2
Most (77 %) are working (or have worked), for private companies; 18% are

government employees; 4% work in a1 family business or farm; and 1% are
self-employed.

a
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- TABLE It

, Graduate Survey Respondents Attending VOcius,
Types of Post-Secondary Eddcsition Institutions ,

Typeof Institution

,ill

0,
r t

'..' l

'. TOtals' ' "1,Male , Fowl*

.'

Vocational, ode, technical
.

two-year programs
10

.

li'',1.

' Nuoytoor per4nt .

+I,. :
'ii. .6-

M.'
, .

TWo-year junior colleges .

21

1, .
'.. 37 13%

Ppur-year colleges 4 40 ' 41 ' ,81 28% .

Otber.or unkno 8' 6 14 5%

Did not attemY .

,,,

4
48

1

85 1 ?3 47%

..

Totals
Number 122 162 284

.

.

4'
Percent .43%

r,

57%

.

All.

-4 100%

!Missing Cases - 5
a ,

TABLE 2

Graduate Sur Respondents Pursuing Various
Courses of Study

---...

Course of Study
.

Number of Cases!
, -

Percent '1,,

*1/4r
ACADEMIC

Biological 5Cionces
4

96 7%

1

Business . 17 12

Education 16 1

Engineering 7
1 5

-,

Humanities and Fine Arts 16 12

Physical Sciences 6 4 ,--

Social Scien%es ' i., 5

Other Academic 16 '''' 12
/ .

Academic but Undecided 4.
1^ 3

Sub Total r 98 ' 71

VOCATIONAL 1"' -
.

Office anyl, Clerical 14 10%

Computer Technology 3 2

Mechanical and Engineeting < 13. 9.

Health Services
.

. 8 6 4
Public Services 3

2

Sub "Total ', 41 29
,

Grand Total .6.239*
.

t

100%

*missing COMO 17, Did Not itttird 133

4



.

TABLE 3

!Slum r of Graduate rvey Bespondents
Employ ent Category

/3 q
Type of Job Held

, Sex

Totals
. Male * Female

Number Percent

Part-time work
.

4

/ ,

24 28 10%

Pull-time work 6Q . 52 112 40%

Currenk job unknown
...,

....

1 5 6 2%

Not currently employed 41

,

51
.

92 33%

Never' held jab 11 29 40 15%

Totals Number 117 161. 278*

Percent 42% 58% 100%

*Missing Cases = 11

TABLE 4

Average Weekly Earnings by Employment Repined by Graduate Survey Respoqdents

Type of Job Held
Average Weekly Earnings . .

i. '

< 40 hours
n =

.

>`40 houIs.
n = .

Not currently employed $44' (28)
-I se

$118 (58)

Part -tie work
....,

$65 (2E) VA

Full-tile work NA
. .

$133 (103)*
n

*Kis ingiCases = 34; Never Held Job = 40
NA Not Applicable

TABLE 5

Current Community of Graduate Survey Respondents by Sex

Current Community

Sex.

,

lip

TotalsMale
NUltber Percent,,

Stayed in home
community '"50 87 137 50%

Moved < 50 miles to a
community < 50,000 pop.

--
20 26 46 17%

Moved >,50 miles to a
community < 50.,000 pop. 28. Illp 17 45 '.16%

Moved > 50 miles to a
community > 50,000 pop. 19 26 t5 17%

Totals

'

'117

,_ 4

156 233*
,_..,

100%

!Missing Cases = 16

*04
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.
. . , TABLE e

Numbir and Percent of Graduate Survey Respondents in
' Five Groups of Postgraduate .Activities

. '
II

Postgraduate Activity

.

Percent
.

,

Unemployed,

Living within fifty miles /3f their high
school. Unemployed. time of survey
(including thos4 mho never worked). No.
further

V

,

Working
Living within fifty miles of thAir high

. school and working at phrt or full time
job (not continuing their education In.
any form).

1"

Two-Year College Students
Living anywhere and continuing their
education in tusinees, trade or vocational
school or in junior colleges. (May also
be working.) .

,

Local Pour -Year College Students
Living within fifty miles of their high
school end attending four-year college.
(Nip also be working.)

, .

.Distsnt PoUr -Year College Students
Living more' then fifty idles from their
high school aed attending four-year col-
Urges. (May also be working.)

4 -

r

.

42

67

56

.

t

30

,

504/

.

.

.

,

17%

27%

23%

12%

- /A

21%

-
No.-

. 245 10011"

School District Compri

.Although"rural communities may be internally homogeneous than

urban communities, they differ wid from each other. As Sher and

--116Werifeld (1977) remark,

Fishing villages in Maine, coal company towns in Appalachia;
farm communities in Iowa, Delta counties in Mississippi, re-
cr ation communities in Colorado, Indian reservations in
So th Dakota, small colleg s in Minnesota, vigrant set-
tl nts in Texas, retiremNialmunities in Florida, and

kan native villages are all "rural" (p0.4-5).

Given this v iation, we'would expect to find that the overall patterns of

post-graduat activities discussed in the preceding section differ among our

nine'school districts.

7
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3
In fact,4these patterns do differ. In New Rheinland high school

graduates tend to work and live within fifty miles of the community. In

Mount OliVia most of the graduates continue their educations, attending

either two-year or four-year colleges. In New Brunswick, four-year college

is 41e most populAr choice, at institutions in both nearby and distant

communities. Uppsilla Valley's graduates, like New Rheinland's, mostly settle

within 50 miles. But in Uppsala Valley the people who are unemployed for

at least part of the year and are not continuing their education outnumber

those who are working full time and pot attending school.

The diversity among these districts in what their graduates do and

where they live should be expected on 'the basis of geography alone--see

Figure 1, which lo2ates'the nine rural school districts. There is every

reason to assume that these communities differ in ways important to high

school seniors who are deciding what to do upon graduating and where to do

it. When we in fact cross - classify the five groups of graduates (as defined in

Table 6) by school district, we observe A highly significant statistical associa-III

tion between post-graduate activity groups and districts (Table 7).

Knowing that the nine districts also differ markedly on many charac-

teristics that might be thought to explain thesekdWerences in postgraduate

:Activities, we decided to assess the rentionship of these characteristics

frith the percentage of graduates in each of the five groups at the district

level. The potentially explanatory characteristics we looked at included

a Veristy of economic and demographic indicators and teachers' perceptions

of their pupils and schUOls. Figures 2 end 3 visually display the dra-

matic differences among the nine school-districts on these characteristics.

(The data on which these figures are based can be founplitthe Appendix.)

In the following paragraphs we describe the postgraduate activity

patterns in each district and make reference to the economic and demograph-

ic characteristics and the teacher perceptions displayed4h-Figures 2 .

and

Mount Olivia

Mount Olivia has the highest percentage of graduates in two-
year vocational or junior colleges, has the next lowest per-
centage in four-year colleges close by, and is average in its
percentage of graduates sent to distant four-year colleges.
This district loses graduates to distant places, as seen in the

f

VIP
In order to respect their privacy, pseudonyms are used for' each of the
nine school districts.

1 5
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TABLE 7

Number of Graduate Respondents in Each of
Five Groups of Postgraduate Activities by School District

-

Postgraduate Activity

School District
.

A

aNorth-.

hampton
New

Rheinland
Uppsala
Valley

New

Brunswick
Yorktown Saint

Martin
Hannover Mount

Olivia
Glasgow To

. M %

Unemployed 7 2

.

8

.

7 2 5 2 6 3

....

42 17%

Working ,
.

11 12 6 17 9 2 1 5 4 67 27%

Two year colleges 8 7 4 5 3 5 1 13 10 56 23%

Local four year
colleges

.

4, 1 8 11 0 1 0

.

1 4 30 12%

..

Distant four year
colleges 3 3 5 16 8

y

1 1 . 7 6 50 21%

Totalt 1

)r

N 33 25 '91 56 22 14: 5 32 274' 245 --

. 13 10% 13% - 23% 9% 6% 2% 13% '11%
'''' 100%

Cht-Square, adjusted for c
at .0026.

4,
Is with low expected glues, was significant



low percentages of graduates working nearby or attending colleges
nearby, although several institutions of higher education are
close by. Mount Olivia itself is only 83 miles from an urban
center. It has recently been undergoing a population decline and
many of its residents face periodic unemployment. These two facts
may explain the high migration. Mount Olivia's teachers are
concerned ebout the academic ability of the pupAi.s as we as

their lack of motivation. They also feel that there is a
relatively severe problem in adequately preparing their
students for post-secondary education.

Uppsala valley

Uppsala Valley is about 10% over the sample average in college
attendance with..ondiquarter.of those attending college within
50 miles of home. Although the percentage of graduates living
nearby and not in #chool is the same as in the entire sample,
Uppsala Valley has a higher concentration of unemployed graduatesi
(and h lower concentration of employed graduates) than the
sample. Thi$ finding is curious in that Uppsala Valley has recently
experienced economic expansion and overall,has a relatively low
unemployment rate. It maybe that this is an instance of the
lack Of entry level jobs appropriate'for high school-ohly
job applicants. It is also interesting to note that Uppsala Valley's
teachers are adong the most sanguine about their pupil's ,prospects.

Yorktown

Yorktown's share of graduates in college is over theisample's
average. However, all of them areattending college far from

home. YorktOwn has few unemployed 'graduates and many working
in their home communities: This is the-case even thdugh
Yorktown, 44Ording to 1970 census data, was goi'n'g through
a period of.rransition,and slight economic depression as it
attempted to diversify 'froM lumbering and-other forest related
industries. Some progress towards this diversification has been
made as of thekinie ofour'graduate survey. /orktown's teachers:.

were, across several different measures, the most satisfied
with'what their schools were accomplishing'in the areas,of
basic skills trainiv and job skill provision. 0

Hannover ,

.

With a respondent group of fiv ; any confidence in percentage

estimates would be misplaced, annoyer is"located onan isolated
peninsula 55 miles from.the,nearest urban center withan economy

_,heavily dependent on logging industries. ' ,

,

41 Northampton ,

None of Northampton's groups is far from the overall average percent-
A' age. Thera are about 10%-fewer.graduates in colleges that are

far away and 10% more working or unemployed living nearby. North- t

', ampeon is a prosperous community located only 35 miles from the
nearest urban center. In.1970, it was sending, tomipared to the

, other eight districts,. a smaller.yercentage of-its graduates on
1

to college. Northampton's teachers were the most pessimistic
about their pupils' chances,of succeeding in jobs.or in post-
secondary school. They felt that this wislaitributable tb either

b%

- 11



lack of motivation or academic ability of t4iT, students. They
were'the most critical of their school's ability to cope with the
problems they perceived their graduates as having.

New Rheinland
,

New Rheinlailiks. Unusual. With a high perdentage of graduates
remaining in their home communit le,....it menages to havethe

(48%) among those gr.luates'living nearb and. ot attendinII,

lowest unemployment .rate (8%) and the h ghest employment r

school., Only lOI of the graduates are in college, most of
going further than 50 miles, which is not at all surprising givenI,

FIGURE2

School DistrietCorknunityCharecteristids

Mouni

19
12

1 - Ms district'
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that the size of the school district is roughly equivent to the
size of the entire state of Connecticut. New Rheinland is located
200 miles from the nearest urban center. The Western culture
with tenches, vowstorms, and livestock is an integral part of
the /ocalenvironment. New Rheinland has been experiencing a
period of economic expansion. It also has the highest per-pupil
expenditure of all the nine districts ($1329). Along with Uppsala
Valley, NewRheinland's teaChvs_report the most extensive
amount of individualized instruction.

G14110011
.

differ in that Glasgow has 12% more graduates in nearby col-
Glasgow and Mount Olivia have similar'profiles. Though they

'\ lops and 7% f unemploye0 persons, Glasgow has more peOple
,,attending voce and technical

IIal
cal two-year colleges than/any

other district-- 4F%. This.community is located 85 miles from
the nearest urban center in the grassland plateaus of the South -
we t. Glasgow has a sizeable proportion of Spanish-speiking
rem ants. Glasgow's teachers report nearly the least mount
of ividualization and mall -group worelof any district.

-.7
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Saint Martin

Saint Martin has a high number of unemployed graduates and low
number of graduates working nearby. It is the lowest of all
districts in percentage of graduates in college, but has the
'secondhighegt percentage following other post-high school
education. This'school district is located in the deep South
only 60 miles from the nearest population center and only 21 miles.
to both four and two-year colleges. The population of 5,908
is one-third black. Economically, it is a very poor community.
Its per capita income is lowest of all nine districts; 40% of the
population\is below the poverty level. Many residents seek
employment in neighboring communities. Saint Martin's teachers,
compared to all the other eight districts, believe that lack of
motivation and, to a lesser degree, poor academic ability impede
their students.

New Brunswick

New Brunswick is the highest district in college attendance and
the loweSt in vocational and4technical post-secondary education.
With the largest population'of all nine districts (9858), New
Brunswick is. located in the North Central Plains states and
isolated;solated; the nearest urban center is 375 miles away. The
n rest vocational and four-year colleges are, however, located only
20 Miles away. New Brunswick is suffering an economic decline in
its ma3Or mining industry with concomitant high unemployment rates,
but it still has the highest per capita income of all nine districts.
New BrunsWick's teachers rank their pupile' academic ability and
ability to succeed in college very highly and are confident that
their schools are accomplishing the objective of preparing their
students for college.

These capsule descriptions of the districts and their graduates

have same intuitive appeal in that many of the connections between post-

graduation activity patternsand community Charact istics seem logical.

For example, New Rheinland is a prosperous ranchin and farming com-
11d

munity andhas.a very low unemployment rate foi grduates. Saint Martin

is a very poor community and has a very high number of its graduates

unemployed.- However, when we analyzed in a more systematic way the

relationship between economic and demographic indicators and teacher
.;,

perceptions on the one hand, and the amount of unemployment or furehei

education among our sample of graduates on the other, we found that

few of the relationships we thought mattered appeared to be strong and

consistent ones. Only two daracteristics !ere consistently associated

with postgraduate 'activities (Table 8). However, these associations

may well be coincidental as we were looking at 21 characteristics across

only nine districts.

The two conclusions we draw from the observed associations are:

The farther away from an urban "center a sc 1 district is
located, the lower the unemployment rate of its graduates.



lie more serious a problem.the teachers perceived with pupil
makivation, the-larger the number of students continuing
their education.

.

Why would a district farther away from an urban center have lower unemployment'

rates than those located closer? One plaus hypothesis might be that

high school seniors can more accurately.ass s the employment possibilities
.

available in their own, more remote, community and plan accordingly.
, .

i own t com it d la accordinl (/r

if we can generalize from our small sample of districts, it-may be that since

more remote areas are more agricultural or involved in extractive in-

eustries, finding employment is easier. We, however, know of no research that

would predict such an inverse relatiOnship between distance to an urban center

=4,11d unemployment.

The second linding,is also counterintuitive. With the exception

of Saint Martin, the surprising pattern is relatively consistent. One

possible explanation is that believing that one's students are insufficiently °

motivated is related to holding high standards for one's pupils. It is

conceivabld that more demanding teachers produce more "successful" students.

Alternatively, if we look at the two highest-contrast school districts,

411.6., those with a high number of graduates continuin their education and

loV perceived pupil motivation (Mount Olivia and Gla ) most of their

graduates are attending two-year rather than four-year colleges. Their

teachers may feel this is disappointing, that mere should be attending'four-'

year colleges. In a third high-contiast district, New Brunswick, wile the

teachers are dissatisfied -with pupil motivation, they are highly pleased with

,theii'students' academic performance and are confident of their pupil's

pre ration for higher education. There is, as well, one notable case

(Sai t Martin) where the teachers' assesamentd of low pupil motivation

is makched by a poor record of two- or four-year college attendance.

The overriding conclusion we draw frog; this cursory review of

sch01 district differences ie that they indeed exist but we have not

Van able to develop a theory that explains the relationships between

district characteristics and student choices of postgraduate activities.

It seems to us that these relationships, which have been found elsewhere,

are thought to be better understood than they actually are.'
4

Having found such school district variability in postgraduate

activities within our rural sample, we might expect to find that, taken

together;,, they' are indistinguishable.from an urban or suburban sample.

Rural commheitea as a group ^may mirror the diversity of the nation as

a whole.. In the next Section we address the issue of rural-urban-suburban

diffe4nces.
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TABLE 8

Rankings of Two School Dietrict-Charecteristia and
Two Graduate Activitiea-bytSchool District

- a

SchOol District characteristics

School District

!bunt Uppsala
Olivia Valley Yorktown

1

Hannover

.

North-
ampton

,

New
Rheinland Glasgow

Saint
'Martin

New
'Brunswick

Level of Unemployment

Distance to SIM,
1

5

5
.

3'

6.5

8

3

1

8

4

9

9

2

7

4 _

2

6.5

6

1

GrAApate Anivity
-

School District

!bunt
OliVia

.

Uppsala
Valley Yorktown Hannover

North- New
mmpton ,Rheinland Glasgow

Saint
Martin

New
Brunswick'

Nulabar. of Pupils Continuing

Education '

.

Degree of Perceived LaCk of
Pupil Motivation

. 2

2

4

7

I

5

5

..., .

A

9

8

7 8

y- 9 6

1

3

6

1

3

4

1 - high ranks

9 - low rank



AComparisonofOurDstswith ThoseforaNstiorsal Sample

By design some of the dale We collected.from our sample o)l!e1974

graduates are similar to data collLted by the National Center for EduCa-,

tional Statistics of the U.S. office of Education in its ongoing National

Longitudinal Study ftifi)of the High School Class of 1972.4 The NLS\has

data from a probability sample of approximatel 20,000 cases. In this\section

we use these data to assess the representativeness of the Project Rural

sample as well as to compare our rural sample and the 14'4 rural sample to
444, ;

suburban and urban+,populations.

411/

We find both some surprising differences and similarities. For

example, mobility patterns among high schodl graduates from different Alpe

of communities are very similar. There are also not many noteworthy,dif-

ferenoes.in the career and life values held by graduates from different

communities. On the other hand, aspirations and plans do differ among the

groups fairly dramatically. w ,

Rural educators and national educational policy makers are frequently
I

engaged in the process of educational needs assessment for rural students.

Educational resources, teachers, dollars, facilities, and 42:iraries are

thought to be more limited in small schools serving al areas than in

either suburban or urban schools. This in part resu is7 from a national

priority, or at least concern, for large city problems. Another part of the

explanation lies perhaps in what may be a romantic view of small towns and

rural areas. It is believed that rural schools have some advantages, i.e.,

less violence, more equality, than inner city schools. In any case., needs

assessments should address differences in student outcomes as well as dif-

ferences in rEputs or resources. It is for this iiljison Alt comparisons

among rural, suburban, and urban graduates are of interest. In the foliow/ng

pages the values, aspirations, postgraduate activities, self -concept, and

plans of rural Iraduates are compared with those of urban, suburban, and small-

town high school, graduates.

The comparison of the NLS sample with the Project Rural sample is not

\ perfect as we are comparing 1972 and 1974 graduates, respectively. For example

the general drop in college attendance over those two yelt1 and other long-

term tyends as well, may account for some observed differenkes. Nevertheless,

4
These data are available courtesy of Research Triahgle Institute, which
directs the study for thONational Center for Eddcational Statistics.
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the datawe present.ihthe next few pages, though publicly available, have not

been published before for the purposes of relating community population density,

to graduate characteristigoL
o T-

4
In the tables that follow we present four types of NLS communities:

0

rural or farming community

'snail town or ij.ty of fewer than 50,000 people that is
not a suburb dra larger place ,

suburban communities of any size

urban communities of any size greater than 50,000

The four-way breakdon neatly splits the NMS sample into four relat.1r

equally populated groups,, i.e., each group contains 25% of the graduate

population. It should be noted, however, that respondents in the Project

Rural sample within a particular school district were not always consistent
/

in identifying themselves in distinguishing between the first two categories.
mak

. We believe this-occurred of because the question was confusing but because-

students who live in the ddre of a town, no matter how small, place them-

selves in the small town c tegory. Rather than collapse the initial two

categories (rural and smil town) we maintain the split because traditionally

in sociological research on community size, the-largest differences in be-

havior and attitudes have en observed at the extremes, i.a.,,between the very

rural and farming communiti s and .communities of all other sizes (Glenn and

dill, 1977).

We

rather, we

have not carried,out an analysis on the NLS data in this sectionv-

simply present percentages. 5
However, we need to define what

we will be deferring to as striking differences and those differences that we. .

).. .

will refer to as unimportant. In comparing the Project Rural sample to the

National Longitudigsl Study's rural and small city sample, we will considerAif-

ferences of less than*ten percentage points (over the whole range), as too'small

to be interesting to educators or policy makers. Our "effect size" criterion

is more than ten percentage points. As there was'no expectation that our

sample was,a nationally representative sample we would be surprised if it

matched well with a.national,probability sample. We know, for example,

that o nine school distridts are" oiiewhat more prosperous than th ypical
IlliW

... 0 .

r

i)

.

5
The-percentages presented from the National Lositudinal Sample are
adjusted by the samplincrweightaileothe percentages shown reflect eatnates
for the national population of 19741figh school seniors.

...i
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rural school district (National tenter for Educational Statistics, 70).

We also know that our response rate"is biased towards the more "successful"

graduate (seer footnote, page 1). Further, no statist/ell teat can be applied

to the differences between samples of such disparate size. When we are

comparing differences between the rural, small town, suburban, and urban
,

categories within the National Longitudinal Study we will remark on differences

of five percentage points or more. Given the size of the sample, quite small

differences are likely to be statistically significant.

We should hasten to inform the reader that what is outstanding'in
1, .

these data is the absence of striking differences. In one critical area,

howdVer, there are sizeable differences: fewer rural, than urban seniors plan

to, aspire to, or actually do attend academic post-secondary programs. The

comparison is even more stark within the NLS simple than between the Project

Rural sample and the NLS sample because a somewhat higher percentage of

graduates from our nine school districts are attending four-year colleges

[ (this may tie an artifact of the respondent or total sample bias). Table 9,

shows that 32.6% of thmilLS rural sample is attending academic courses at

1 two- or four-year colleges as compared to 54.3% of the NLS urban sample:

Similarly, Table- 10 shows that as seniors, 29.5% of the NLS rural sample

planned to attend four-year colleges as-compared to 43.2% of the urban sample.

A similar disparity shows up in aspirations for postgraduate education (M.A.,

Ph.D., M.D.;letc.); 26.5% of the NLS rural sample and 45.9% of the urban

sample hope to obtain higher degrees. The pattern for plans is similar.,,

conversely,onversely, substantially more rural graduates hope to and plan to attend

vocational and technical courses at trade, or business schools. (Surprisingly,

act 41 attendance figures are similar.)

An area where we might expect to find rural -urban differences,is in

mobility. We 11 demonstrates how small these differences turn out to be.

- Nearly identical. percentages of high school graduates in all groups have

remained its the same place. The biggest difference is between Smalleown

residents and suburban residents. Of the former 43:8% have remained in

their home communities.while 53.3% of the latter have remained. All other,

differences appear very small.

If it is not differences.in mobility that explain the differences

in postgradtiate activities, differences in the career and life values- -

i.e., statements by the high school senior about what they are looking Sor

from their lives and careers--may
t
be reVealing. This would seem a reasonable

hypothesis given that sociologists have long claimed that there ought,.
4:

in theory at least, be attitudinal differences between rural and urban pop-
,
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TABLE 9

Percent of High School Graduates Engaged in Varioui
Post-Graduation Activities by San*,

.

Post- Graduation Activities

Project

Rural,

Samp110

National Longitudinal Study Sample

ems

Rural/

Farming
Small
Town
. it

Sub -

urban Urban Totes....--)

i r

. Working (full or part -time) 50.4 67.0 63.6 67.3 63.5 65.3

Studying vocational/ S
technical subjects at any
kifof school or college

12.6

f

15.8 13.6 14.8 15.1 14.8

-__ .

Academic courses at two
year or four year college

39.6 32.6 44.0 43.0 54.3 43.9

Unemployed 13.0 8.1 8.5 8.9 7.3 8.2

Columns do not add to 100% because some respondents are both working ind in *chiral.

TABLE 10

Educational Aspirations and Plans Percentages
by Sample Categories

, /

Educational6Aapirations
and Plans

Mould_lake to Attain

Project
Rural

sample

,111"213""gillailinaLratkii".11114---=---
Rural/ Small Sub- Total
Farming Town urban Urban MLA

High school only 15.3
/1

' 8.4 6.2. 6.1 4.2 6.1

2 year Vocational/
Trade /Business 29.5 28.4 19.3 15.9 12.1 18.5

2 year junior college 9.5 8.4 8.9 9.4 7.4 8.5

4 year college . 21.0
. 1

28.2 30.4 29.3 30.4 29.6

Masters, Ph.D., M.D.
or equivalent 24.8 , 26.5 35.3

. 3Q.4 - 45.9 37.2

' r

Educational As ions
and Plans

,
Plan to Attain

Project
Rural
staple

MakmaLlignsatisUnal Study Rano la
r
Rural/ Seel} Sub- Total
Farmihg Town urban Urban NL8

High sohool.only
Y

MA . 26.3 18.3 17.3 13.1 18.4

t

2 yiaz Vocational/
Trade/business

NA 25.8 18.4 16.2 13.3 18.1.
.

2 year junior college . NA, 10.7 12.4 14.1 13.4 12.7

4 year college MA , 29.5 39.0 38.8 43.2 38.0

Masters, Ph.D., M.D.
or equivalent NA . 7.7 11.9, 13.6 17.1 12.8

8., n29



'1' TABLE11
. 4 /

Percentages for Distance of Current Residence
from Homy High School pie Categories

Distance

Project
Rural

Sample

RatiOal Longitudinal Study Simple

Rural/

Farming

,

Small
1 - Town

.

Sub-'

urban Urban
, Total

Same place 48.3 43.8 46.8

.

53.3 50.4

.

46.8'

< 50 miles ....16.9 , 25.6 20.8 , -23.5 20.4 22.4

50-99 miles , 8.8 9.1 7.7 4.0 5.5 6.5

100-199 miles 616 7.3 7.5 '4.5 6.2 6.3

200-499 miles
..

. 7.1 6.8 7.6 5.6 7.2 6.8

500 or more miles 12.2 7.6 9.5 9.2 10.2 9.2

ulations. In a recent article, "Rural -,UrbaeDifferences in Attitudes'
I

and Behavior" (Glenn and Hill, 1977), the controversy over the size' and
o.

importance of these hypothesized rural-urban.distinctions is raised and
6

re-examined using data from several surveys of addit males and females

The authors conclude that.the similarities are more notable than the dif-

ferences, but that the differences, while.smal.1,are consistent.

The evidence within'the NLS sample strongly suggests that in terms

of the value NLS asked about, the -differences among rural, small-town,

subdrban, and urban high school seniors are negligible. Amoft4 twenty

questioMM about career and life values, there were only five cases

(see Table 12 and Appendix) where the differences were more than five

points. These are the importance of

living and working in the world of ideas: urban and suburban,

students valued it more

be4g able to gi,16 my children better opportunities than I've
had: urban and small town students valued it less

getting away froth this area of the country: urban students

valued it less than small town ones

being able to find steady works rural students valued it
more

being a lekftr in my community: urban
less

ents valued it

The patterns of differences across the groups do not.lentrthemselves to

-easy interpretation. For example, both'suburban and rural seniors are

more concerned with providing opportunities to their children than are

2330
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TABLE 12

Career Values Nisentagss by Sample

Lila, end Necking La the world of ifs..

Son.54 Nat Somerset Very

Important Important Important

Project Mural 24 1 , 54.1 21 1

laral/Parmius

ma

15 9

15 4

53 2

44.6

51 4 1

Suburban 14.7

S 11 Town

36.7

Urban 14 2 49 6

Total' KU 15.0 50.7 34 ..1

Getting away from this area °eels. oountry

Sample
Mot

Important Important

Project Jamul 67 4 30 3 13.4 ,

4

MIral/Tarmina 54.1 WI 9 13.0 '.

/mall Town 54.9 24 4 15.2 /

Suburban 54.0 27 II 14 21.6

Urban 59.9 26 1 0 11.9'

Total Mid 57 6 20 2 14.1

Being

Seam able to give my childCis,better
opportunities than I've Mawr

Sample
. Mot Somewhat ,Very

Important llittamt 14ortamt

Project %sal 11.6 44.4 43.5

Suraliaralmf 4.4 25.5 70.1

Smell TOM S 8 27.7 66.5

Wm:ban 5.7 23 S 70.4

Orban 4.5 31'3 594
,

Total 16 6.4 27 1 66.5

Ming able to find steady work

Sa
No

mple
t Samwstikt Very

Important Important Important

Project aural 6.1 40.1 53 0

Sural/Tarming 2 2 17 1 SO 7

Small Town 2.f 16.6 79 6

Suburban 2 5 19.5 79 0

mime 3.5. 23 2 73.3

Total MIA 2 6 19 4 77 0

Mot Somewhat Very

leader in my community

Semple
Mot

Important
lassawbat

Important
Very

liportfat

Project aural I. 54 9 37 3 7 7 ,
Imral/Tanalsq 39.9 47.5 12 6

Small town

r.

44 7 43 7
i

Suburban 45 2 41 3 11 5

Urban 51 9 34 0 10 1

Total MA 45 5 43 0 11 4

4

urban or small town residents. Urban and rural graduates Are less con-

cerned with "getting away from this part qf the country" than those in

ismall towns. Rural graduates are more co ll cerned with finding steady work,

less concernbd 4th working and living in the world of ideas, and more

concerned with being a leader $s tbi0):408 communities.

A synteatic difference is noticeable between the NLS rural and small

town samples and the Project Rural sample: thi latter's responses are, Overall,

more evenly distributed among the three rating categories. This pattern

is aspecially striking for, the following values to which the Project Rural sample
/ ft

/ %

#
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either gave. fewer ratings of "very important" or more ratings of "not important"

(Mee Table.11):

Having a position that is looked up to by others

e Freedom from supervision in ay work

Living close to parents and relatives

Being able to give my children better opportunities than I've had

Having lots of money
t-

The overall response pattern of the Project RUXal sample and the low ratings

they assign( the specific values listed a6voami6ht be explained atcleast.

TABLE 12 '
Life Value Pementapes by Sample

4

Miming positioe that is looked op to by other.

`sample

,

Mot
lagostaat

ilcemealoat

important
Tart

Togortanot

Project aural 36.1 . SO.) 12.7

fassal/apniag 26.0 411.6 34.4

lassll Town 48.2 23.2

;t4t,4'Ilabille a, 4,t, '26.4 46.7

grass 28.2 47.1 21 4,

Total NIS 27.4 47:11 .121.4

r

Liviss close to gannets and relatives.

lieople
Pot

important

Very

ImPortallt

Project Mural - *70.0 34.3 3.6

ansel/Yecalmg 411.2 42.3 8.4

call :room SI 4 41.11 '6.7

1
anbarba 47.7

le
4) 6 0.7

When 52.5 40.0 7.2

Total 111.2 SO.) 41.4 7.7

or.

irrooks tom ketfavialcs Lay rook
_ .

5.1116'
kot

Inpostamt

Scanookat

Important
Very

ispostant

Project Sarel ., 40.7 42.0 17 3

Iszal/Pansla; 38.2 411.11 21,6

Small 30.0 47.8 22.2

22.7 47.1 22.2

V

; 211. II WO aill

22.3

Total 1168 22.1 47.6 22.1

ti

/OW able la give W &IMMO WSW
nipportnaitiffe then I've bed

mil. Mat
Inportast

r

anandont %Very
tentingortaat

Acct Moral 11.6 44.8. 43.2

noral/Peredag
, -

4.4 22.2 70.1

Snell Tams 2.4 27.7 66.3

2.7 , 23.8 70.4

Cokes f.2 31.3 211.1

Total ILI 6.4 Ve11.1 26.2

laving lote.of money

Semple mot

1.9*sta:ft

Sonsebes

42aportant
Very

'important

Project aural IS 2 $0.11 11.4

aural/tooling 21.2 61.2 16.11.

Aril Torn ' 22.2 61 4 ' , 16-0

SuisArbn 21.6 $4.7 111 7

Urban, 34 I 22 1 17 7

Total 1111.2 22 3 60 1 17 6
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in part by looking at the attitudes about self'showm in Table 14. For two

`items on thSsix'item scale:

I take a positive attitude towards myself

I ala able to'do things as well as most other people

The Project Rural Samplshas more negative assessments of themselves. Within

the NLS sample the only noteworthy differences occur betweeh the rural and

suburban groups, not the rural and urban. This may mean that the dif-

ferent are not explained by population density but by relative dis-
. ..

advantZe or social class. The differences are for the same two items

mentioned above.

Sher andl4Oserifeld (1977) in a recent paper state that out

of a concern that schgols-are mistakenly, socializing students kn,urban

values there are growing "pressures to preserve rural values" (p. 71)., What

exactly constitutes rural values is unclear. Presumably at a minimum it

would mean valuing "living.close to parents and relatives" or not valuing

"getting away from this paStt of the country." Our evidence indicates that

rural seniors hold these values 11:portant to about the same dew!: as their

urban and suburban counterparts (see Appendix). However, the Project Rural

sample held these values substantially less important than any segment of

the NLS sample. The explanation of this disparity probably lies in the

response bias in the Project Rural survey. Its respondents tended to'

be more "ambitious" and are likely to hold these values less important. .

'1 Overall, we have to conclude however that no strong rural profile in values

' about life or careers emerges from these data.

In turning to attitudes towards schools, we'again see a great deal

of agreeent among high school students all over the country as to the

strengths and weaknesses of their schools (Table 15). Only three attitudes

show important rural-urban differences. In each case, a larger percentage

of the urban group disagreed with the positive evaluation. The three are:

School gave me new ideas about the type of work I want to do

School provided me ',with counseling that helped me get 'a better

idea of myself and my relations with other people

School provided me with counseling that will help me find
employment

These findings which indicate relative satisfaction on the part

of the rural students may surprise rural educators who have.argued for a long

time that good counseling for rural students was needed and that it was

2633



TABLE 14 ,

Percent of Graduates Expressing Various Attitudol

about Siff by Response' and Sample

Attitude About Self

Reervies .

. Strongly hors* - 1 Stroolltsalies
national Loeli tuff Sonde

Project.
Rural

Sample

Mational Longitudinal Studr Sample
Project
Rural

Simple
ural/
homairog

mmll
?own

lab-

urban

,

. .i
Urban

Total

-
miyai,
Farming

roll
Sown

nap-

=bee Wham
Total
1124

I take a positive at-
Cathie toward myself 15.6

/

22.5 24.9 28.6 26.6 25.6 -- 1.6 '' 1.5 1.6 2.1 1,7

`hood luck is more mpor-
t4nt than bird sock for
success

2.0 2.0 1.6. 1.9
,

i

1.6

4 ,

1.7 33.9

.

38.9 40.0

.

38.7 39.3 39.3

I am able to do things
as well as moat other

.
P01418

(

13.3 23.1 23.8

1
28.6 26.6 25.6

q
.8

. .

.7

r

,7

.

.2 6 .7 .7

Seery time I try to
get ahead, something
or somebody chops me

'

3.2 4.2 4.1 4.3 lt-if 4.0 8.8 11.8 15.3

. ,

16.0

..

17.5 15.3

Planning only makes a
sirloin unhappy, since
plans hardly ever work
out enrol,/

3.2 4.8 *
/
4.7 S.3 4.5 4.8 4 21.S 26.6

.

26.6 27.6 27.8 27.2

On the whole, I.
satisfied with
eelf

18.3

_

=...

.

15 7 -
t

.

17.0 19.5 18.1 17.6 .8

..

.

7.2

.

7.1

.

6.4

.

7:3, 7.0

Low scores show negative attitudes towards 'elf, high scores, positive one,.
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TABLE 15

Percent of Graduates Expressing Various Attitudes
about Schad by Response and Sample

v.
IT Response

littonglY =rim ,

Strongly Disagose

Attitude About School
Project
aural

Sample

National tongitudinal.'

Small

Town

study_Romple

1

deb-
urban

lbw

Orb=
.

.,

Total

r

Project-
Rural
Sampler

national longitudinal Study Smola

Mural/
Peal= Rural/

'arming
Mall
Tows

Sub-
urban Orben

Total

School should have placid
more emphasis on basic
*cadmic subjects (each.
science, Inglish, etc.)

8.2 10.9 9.4

.

10.8

.

.

7.1 9.5 4.7 9.8

.

11.6

,

,

11.4 13.3

t

11.6

_

School should have pro-
vided more help for stu -
dents who were having
trouble with egbjecta
like meth and reeding

.

33.2 46.6 45.2 47.1

.

41.8 45.2 .9 . 1.7 1.8 2.9 2.4 2.2

Nost rewired tours=
here Sr. waste of
time +

11.5 17.7 19.8 ' 19.9 22.0 19.9 13.2 24.8 22.6 -

'S..

'22.4

/.----

19.1 22.2

r...

School should haws
placed more w phosis
on vocatiosel and
technical progress

19.0 29.2 25.5 24.3 23.0 '25,4 1.7

.

,

1
5.1 5.3 ( 6.4 6.)

.

5.0

School did mot offer
ewe= prsdtical
work =patience

13.9

.

28.2

.

,

25.9

=
23.1 .22,8

.

24.9, 3.11'

.

7.1 7.4 0 9.3 8.0 ' 8.0
,

School provided=
with counseliag that
will balp as contin-
ue my education

8.3

.

18.7 18.1 ' 20.4

.,

r
.

17.2 18.6 13.9 10.9

.

.

13.1 14.1

.

15.4 13.5

'School gave as new
ideas about the type
of wort I wasted
to do

8 7

.

.

17.6 17.4 20.2

.

17 2 18.2 11.7

.

10.3

.

20.1 20.4

.

23.4

.

20.6



TABLE 16 lconft0

Paton of Gradates Explain, Veribus Attitudes
about School by Response and Semple

,_ ,. Response .
,

Strongly agree Strongly Diiagree
-

I

kttitirde About School

Projet
Rural
Semple

national Longitudinal Study Sample

Project
,Sural
Sample

National Longitudinal Study SSIPle

lberal4

Panning
Small
Sown

lab-

urban Orlon
Total'.

AS
Rural/
Paraiag

Mall
Sown

lbeb-

urban Urban
Total

£4
School provided me wteh
counseling that helped
an get better idea
of myself and my rola-
tiros with other people

.

6.S

li
1,..r

14.3 13.6 , 15.8 12.2

it

14.0 18.5 18 1 22.0 23.3 27.9

.

. ,

22:9

School provided me with

counseling that will
help an find employ-
sent

5.6 9.5 8.4 10.1 7.4 8.8 20.3

I

22.5 IL 26.4 27.5

.
.

32.0 17.2

School should help

students find jots
when they leave school

15.5

.

38.8
'

37.7
.

41.9
,
.311.2 39:2.. 3.5 7.11

.

7.3 7.5

.

17.6 7:5

4
8.

36



difficult to- afford in small schools with few administrative and specialist

staff. The only other notable difference is that 5% more suburbad students

disagree that "school shduld have provided more help for students who were

having trouble with subjects like'math'and reading,"

A similar consensus occurs in the graduates' ratings of their schools

on various aspects (Table 16). Here, however, urban studens rated their

extracurricularfacilities, academic instruction,nd reputation in the com-

munity higher-than the rural group. These were the only differences of over

5% in all the NLS comparisons.

Once again, the Project Rural sample is more equivocal than the NLS

rural sample but few of the differences are-striking. The general trend of

their graduates' responses-is towardS less positive assessments of their school

Our conclusions from thd comparatiye data presented in this section
,

is that except in one critically important area -- percent aspiring to continue,

and actually contijiuing their education=-there ar* almost nti important rural,
1

small town, suburban, and urban distinctions. Our data on c er and liiA

values as well'as attitudes towards schools supports Kuve ky's (1977) Intui-

tions and data on the subject--rural seniors have much in common with their

urban and suburbad peers irAems of values:

In generl, rural youth are not very different from urban youth
. in their value orientations... -(p. 4).

Kuyelsky feels that too much is made of statistically significant

differences between rural and urban populations and not enough made of the

actual size of the observed differences Ithich he believes are relatively

trivial. We agree despite th4 existence of the quite dramatic school dis-

trict differences we repotted in the prayious section. National data seem

to mask -district-to-district variability, at least that variability apparent

within the Project Rural sample. The rural/urban distinction is thus too

gross to be useful perhaps both to educators or to policy-makers. This is
-

not entirely good news for if there is to be advocacy of rural education

needs, the absence of differences along many dimensions makes it more dif-

ficult to specify the particular problems of rural students.

Our conclusions about the representativeness of the Project Rural

sample must necessarily be quite tentative as we have no statistical guidance

in estimating whether the observed differences are real or due to sampling

error. We conclude that the Pioject Rural sample has slightly higher aspira-

tions and educational accomplishments thanlis typical of rural students.

We also find-that this sample of respondents consistently demonstrated more

within-group variability in their responses to issues of school quality,



TABLE 16

Peramt of Graduate' Rating Various Aspects
of Sehool by Response and Sample

,

Aspects of School

Reskonst /
Poor Excellent

Project
aural

Sample

...-

National Longitudinal Study Sample

Project
Rural
Sample

National Longitudinal Studyflawle
I

Total
$1.6

Saral/

farmliv,

Small
Town

Sub-
urban Urban

Total
iss

Condition of buildings
4.6

.
8.8 7.7 7.4 4.8 7.0

. aL
23.3 -23.2 25.4 20.7

/
. 27.6 24.2

and classrooms

Equipment used in
iecational courses

14.2 10.3 9.2 8.8 7T0 8.8 16.7 14.5 13.7 13.5 34.2 13.9

Extra-curricular
facilities

11.3 12.8 12.4 10.9 9.2 11.3

_

13.0 12.5

.

15.7

.

15.0 19.3 15.7

Job placement of
graduates

35.0 32 2 26.4 23.2 20.7 25.4 5.4

1

3.2 3.1 4.7 4.2 3.8

Library facilities 9.2 9.6 9.2 7.3 7.9 8.5 27.9 .16.9 18.2 19.4 18.7 18.4

Quality of academie
instruction

7.1

VE

5.9 5.3 4.3 3.5 47 10.9 11.9

I

14.4 15.9

_

18.2 15.2

Quality of voca-
tional instruction

7.1 7.0 7.3

.

6.7 5.9 6.7 14.2 12.3 11.4 13.6 11.3 12.2

. .
Reputation in the
coemunity

3.8 5.6

,

5.2 9.6 5.3 6.6 22.3 24.5 29.6 27.4 34.7 29.2

Student guidance
and counseling

15.6

.

9.2 , 9.2 9.1 , 10.2 9.4 20'7 19 7 21.6 21.4 18.5 , 20.3

Teacher interest
in students

14.0 13 2 12.1 12.8 11.9 12.5 11.9 12.9 14.0 14.6 11.6 13.3
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values and attitudes towards @elf than either the national rural sample

or the national sample taken as a group. This is fortunate for the analysis

covered in the subsequent-and last section of this paper. In this last

section we look to students themselves to further our understanding of their

choices during the first year out of high school. What characteristics or
V activities shown by students in high school predict their postgraduate

activities? This analysis is not carried out on a district -by- district

basis butrather across the entire Project Rural sample of nine districts.

Predictions of Postgraduate Occupations of
Graduates from Project Rural Sample

The young men and women in the Project Rural-sample filled out

questionnaires in their senior year telling about their activities, ideas,

and feelings: Weanalyzed this information to see which of these items

molt clearly predicted what the pupils would be doing a year after they

graduated; this section reports our findings.

The strongest predictive relationships we found match ones that
4 -

have been observed in earlier research done on samples including urban AS

well as rural youth (see below). This increases our confidence that these

relationships are genuine and enables us to apply soWe of the conclusions

drawn from the earlier research on broader samples to our rural graduates.

Other relationships we found have not been reported before and provide

promising leads for future research.

One of the most noteworthy features of these preliminary findings

that some of the predictive attributes'we identified are oneston which-,

educators can haven effect. Thus, teachers and counselors might be

able to influenme,rura} students' occupational choices by modifying these.
1.attributes. For example, one such attribute is the amoupt of knowledge

graduates had in their senior year about the educational requirements of

different jobs! it predicted actual-occupational behavior'. Educators may

thus be able to affect their students' choice of occupation by informing them
about the

4
education they will need in order to obtain various kinds of jobs.

Many analytic techniques can be used to assess predictive relation-
ships. The method we used, expectancy table analysis, is explained step

by step in the follOwIng pages. We chose-this technique because, compared

to most alternative methods, it required us to make fewer assumptions,

about the characteristics of the population of rural youth from which our

sample 4s drawn. Expectancy table analysis has a potential drawback in

323 9



that the measure used can have only two or three values (e.g., high/medium/

low). Some information may be lost when the actual questionnaire item

has more than three possible values (e.g., a fivevoint scale.)
6

,71.' 1

An expectancy table represents the relationship of an outcome

measure (or index) with one or more predictive attributes. The outcome

index used in our analysis, Postgraduate Occupation>represents graduates'

occupation in their first year out of high school. It has three cate-

gories: unemployed; working, not in school; and continuing education.

Graduates in the third category, continuing education, inclad4 those who

worked part- or full-time while continuing their education.

0 We tested 30 attributes to determine their predictive strength;

the attributes are listed in Figure 4. They are of six kinds: students'

background characteristics; thei ideas and feelings about themselves;

the importance they nItacheito various cartilec mid life goals; their
. r

knowledge of the incomes and educational requirements of jobs; their.

involvement in goal-oriented activities; and their evaluative reactions

to their high schools and to the learning environment in classes they

took, in theiesenior year. Before testing, scores on each of the 30

attributes were split into'two categories, low and high.

High school students' eduAtionnl aspirations, stated in-tbe fall

of their senior year, proved to be far'and away our best prediAor of

graduates' early post-high school occupation. Students scored as having

educational aspirations in the fall of 1473 were those wtio said they

wanted to attend a four-year college or go to graduate school after college.

'Those in the category defined as having low aspirations saidi,they.Manted

less than four years of post-high school edugation.

Figure 5, which displays our expectancy table, can serve to illustrate
r

the actual testing procedure we followed. We separated the initial group

' of graduates into the three categories of our outcome index:. unemployed

(36 cases), working and not in school (79 cases), and continuing educaUen

(144 cases). These three groups were then cid'sn-classified ty their mem-

bers' scores (either low or high) on an attribute. Figure 5 shows the re

6
Howeyer, while some alternative techniques can use mess es.with mo9e, than-
three initialvalues, one group of inveOtiqators found t the pretictions "'°;
given by our method were as accurate as those generated a widely ihed
alternative method. The latter method uses more of the informationavailable
on Measures with multiple values, but requires stricter assumptions abou4
the population a sample is drawn from (BabMt, Gottfredson, and Ballard,
1968, p. 73).
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FIGURE 4

Predictor Attribute. Tested in Expectancy Table4Anelysis

Baikgrounci Characteristics'

r. k
Parents' level of educstibn.

Ideas and Feelings about Self

Self-esteem,

Self-esteem
O .

Sense of personal efficacy, or e.coptrol.

Sense of having strong will power.

0

.%/Sense of.being'doftrolled by luck or .chance *
4

'11 Educational aspiration (how far student w,id like to go in school).

, "r

importance of Specific Career and Life Goals

41110 Thechance to be a leader.,

Making a lot of money.

' Having money -and leadership., ,

ti

/K
. Idealistic values (the chanceto be creative, help others, work

with ideas, work with aaOle, and correct social and economic
inequilities).

Living near and helping family And friends.

Being independott and -doings intelectual work.

Career Knowledge

KnoWledge of edudationR requirements of jabs.
1r)

K

Knoviledge of incomes and edueetlonal requirements of jobi.
,

... .

Goal-oriented Activity
7

. . t .
Grades in school for pastyears, reported during fall; 1973.

%.
.4.

Grade% in school for -1974.school year, reported in iiring.
1974. . 4 .

4

.Pludicipation in community ac vities (such as church, y
organizations and government tinqe)viportedstWfa4; 11



FIGURE 4 Icon Vc1.1

Participation in community activities, reported in spring, 1974.

Striving for achievement, as shown in participation in extraburric-
ular and community activities, amount of homework completed, impor-
tance to self and other students of good grades and being smart,
and frequency of discussing future plans and present conduct with
school personnel, relatives, friends and other adults.

Ataluation of School

General rating summarizing student's uationtiof high'school-

-buildings, equipment, counseling, other -services, and instruction.

4araise for counseling offered,in 411 school.

wanted more iodational and technical pr , work experience, and
help with math and reading in high school's

Wanted more emphasis qn basic academic subjects andilasi on voca-
ti.onal and technical programs. s*

Openness of classroom environment, English, science and history
or social studies classereported in Spring, 1974.

, A

Goal,plrection.of first Monday:class, fall, 1973....

Formality of-first Monday class, fall, 1933.

PLeasantnesa and interest valueof physical%pnvironmelleifirst
\ Monday class, fall, 1971.,

suits f

pirati

as likel

cross-clasohficatiOn with our bestdiiredictor, educational as-
.

udents with high educational aspiratl.onst were more than twice ,,'

s those with low educational aspirations to continue their educa-
+,00,

tiop during their first year after high school (84% vs. 17%). Conversely '

students with low'educational aspirations were ibUghly four times as
.

likely as those-with high aspirations to.be working and not in school br

to be unemployed (45% of studeqs with low vs: 12% of those with, high

aspirations wesoiNworkin4 and not in school; 18% of those with low vs. 4% ,

, of those with high aspirations were'unemployed). This procedure was pol-
. to,

lowed Itor each of the other 30 attributes, which -Were the ranked accord4pg
VAL . ,1,

to th4 0431"tive strength.
\.

,.
,A ielbstantial relationship between educational aspirations and botih_

dujatlwiar" l antk occupational attainment -has been obsAved in earlier studies,

includingfone done one a samp16,ot Wisconsin fa4m miles ,(Sewell, Haller, and. ,

, !
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FIG9RE 5

Expectancy I Table Analysis

Outcome Index: occupation
Predictive Attributes: 1973, educational aspirations;

School grades, past years, )spotted in fall, 1973,
Knowledge of job educational requirement

Original Group

-2591

36 79 144
(14%) (31%) (56%)

Low Educational Aspirations
(gizmthrijziyer)

114

High Educational Aspirations
(Four orlmbrs years
4404, sducstion)

94

21

(18%i

51

(45%)

it
(37%)

I' 11

(4%) (12%)

A

(84%)

110

II Unemployed
Working, not on school

Acontinuing education

Low Grades in School
(Half C, half D or below)

-High Grades on School
(Mostly C or above)

16 , . 78

A
3 4 9 ' 1 7 lip 70

(1n) (26 %) (66%) (1 %) (9%) (90%)

I
I

I
I

I r

I I

I

I

1 1'
o

t

t
I I r 9l I

t I I* 7% ,18% 15% 1% 1% 19% 0% 1%

i , rla ,
iNumpirs without parentheses in rd the number of graduates in each group. These nirbers do not add to
289 acmes groups because of missing dots.

n'ecentages eppearintin parentheses indicate the percent of graduates within grout, in *WI agape( of the
outcome index These percentages may not add to 100, due to rounding erron.

/**Percent?. total sample 61 269 graduates

,
Low iltowlwige of Job

Educational Requirements

.

High Knowledge of Job'
'Educational Requirements

. 14 49

1111 t + " IS ?
(7%) (29%) MU (0%) (4%) (96%)

43
38.

I

0% 16%



e.

Portes, 1969) and others done on samples containing urban as well as rural

youth (ICohout and Rothney, 1964; Sewell and Shih, 1967; Kuvlesky and Sealer,

1967; Sewell and 1968; Bohlen and Yoesting, 1968; Portes et al., 1968;

Sewell, Haller and Ohlendorf, 197O).' Hence we.fpel that our finding show:ng

a strong relationship between aspirations and postgraduate occupation is

valid both for our own sample and for high school students in general. Fur-

thermore, although our sample of school districts was selected on a compe-

titive rather than a random basis; it does not appear to be idiosyncratic.

We are led to infer that our other findings may also be widely applicable.

What are the implications for educational policy and practice of 'the

evidence that a student's educational aspirations predict whether or not s/he

continues schooling beyond high school? This depends on whether or not we

assume that students' aspirations cause them to continue their education;

' for these data, though suggestive, do not prose a causal re ationshAp exist-.

Thus, it is possible that one could modify a student's aspir till without

dinfluencing the probability that s/he will actually further -ir education.

Nevertheless, we consider it reasonable to assume a causal relati ip

If we are right in making this assumption, the data showing th

predictive relationship of aspirations with educat;on" take on'appled

educational significance, especially when considered in'the light of

another. finding that has consistently emerged In earlier research in '

this area The research ih question dealt witD the "signOficant'othere

in a student's life, that is, parents, teachers, and fried& (Sewell,
V

Haller, and Ohlendorf, 1970; Sewell, Haller, and Portes,/1969). 0-

been found that the level of education significaht others expect a'sfUden't".

to attain and the level they theAselves exhibit predict the 1,evel-of the''

student's educational aspirations. If A again assume that X ".causal 4e= 0
go

lationship exists, an interesting possibility arises. (1) Educatorsipay
.r ,

be.able to modify students' level of educational attainment indirect ly by '

influencing their aspirations. .() This could be done by bringing students .

in contact with people who hold higher expectations an: who exhibit'

standards of educational attainment higher than those the student has

been 'xposed to in the past. Mere contact is not en u i1 though These

people would have to be or become "significant othere fak,the students

whose aspirations'are being manipulated. ,

So far, we have discussed only Ne of the predictive'attriWtes 0

shown in Figure 5. School grades, the second, emerged during4the next
.

stage of the construction of the expectancy table. 'During this stage we

used not the original group but,thehigh aspirAZ group tot est the re-
,
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maining 29 attributes. This group's 94 cases were separated into the same

three categories (unemployed, working, and,continuing education) and cross-

classified by their scores on each of the remaining attributes. Again,

the attributes tested at this stag were ranked by predictive streng.th;

school grades headed the list.

Amwg students with high educational aspirations, then, grades in

school most clearly predicted what students did in their first year out of

high school. This finding again dovetails both with our common sense

expectations and with existing evidence from other samples of high school

. students.

In the third stage'of our analysis, we found that among the group

of students with high educational aspirations and high grades in school, a

test of the student's knowledge of the educational requirements of ten

different jobs emerged as the best predictor of whether s/he continued their

education immediately after leaving high school. moose who correctly

answered five or morlwof the ten questions in this test were half again as

likely to. continue their education as those with four or fetter right answers

i96% vs. 64%). High in comparison to dogacorers were coffrespondingly much

less likely to be working (4% vs. 29%) or unemployed (0% vs. 7%).

This is a new inding not yet witnessed in research on educational

attainment. The test of knowledge of educational requirements of jobs was

deVeloped specifically for our study. Our finding'that this test discriminates

among students 'with high grades who do continue their education in their first

Post:high school year from those who do not indicates itmay be a valid and

useful measure. Furthermore, proponents of career educatkOn programs can

cite this finding as support for theii efforts to inform students about ttm

educationab requirements of jobs. A causal inference is not a necessary

implication of the evidence we have reported,- but we feel in view of its

applied educatiOnal significance it deserves to be tested in future research.,?

Though Figure 5 displays only three stages of an expectancy table analysis,
succeedingattagesitre possible. As before, the case4 in a group are cross-

classified by the outcome index vs. the remaining attributes, and the best
predictor becomes the base for the subsequent stage. This subdivision of

cases continues until none of the predictor at tes tested for a given
group of cases meets a criterion for predi e strength set by the inves-'

tigator. Our criterion was that the pred ctive strength of at leftst one
attribute tested yiqd a chi - square value large enough to be,judged not
a.Product of chance at the 90% confidence level, using a correction factor

proposed by Bonferroni (Kramer, 1972).

45
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As previously mentioned, during the first 'stage ofilmir analysis

rwe tested all 30 attributes and ranked them according to their predictive

strength. Table 17 lists the measures that shoWed a predictive relationship

with postgraduate ccupation stFong,,enough to be judged, likely to have

occurred by chance no more than once in ten repetitro;ls of the study. For

each predictive attribute, we show t1e value of our measure of predictive

strength, the statistical teat chi-square.
8'

Higher chi-square values

ndicate greater predictive strength.
r 9

The first feature of Table 17 worthy of comment is the appearance

)f the two attributes that emerged at the second and third stages of the

'analysis, grades in school in past years and knowledge of job educational

requirements. Also shOwn in Table 17 are two closely related attributes-

grades in-school for 1973 -1974, and'a measure representing the combined

scores on 106 job educati,pnal requirements test, and a test of students'

knowledge of the relative income levels of different jobs. The fact that

two different measures ofschool grades and occupational knowledge were

found to be strong predictors in stage one of the expectancy table ana-

lysis supports a conclusion that these two attlabutes tend to predict

postgraduate Occupation for the! sample, as a whole. The expectancy table

itself tells us that cumulative grade point average and knowledge of job

erhicational requirements are especially strong predictors and that they

discriminate best among students who, while still in high school, aspire

to four or more years of Post-secondary education.

Three measures of students' goal- oriented activity.in high school

were also identified as strong predictors. This is an intuitively compel-

ling result which has not been reported for other samples. Two of the

three measures in'this group represent the frequency with which students

reported attending the followingcommunit,,,activ,ities (or using_the fol-

lowing facilities):

The meeting of a fOrmal youth, organization

A public recreational facilaty .

d
Wa applied the Bonferroni correctionito adjust the probability level's
ssigned to chi- square values to reflect the fact that we tested 30
redictors in relatiqii to each outcome index.

9;.1e reader should note that the ordering of attributes in the first stage
of our analysis is not consistent with the ordel.ing that results from the
expectancy table analysis (see Table 16) discussedearlier,i.e., in the
fiAt stage knowledge of education outcomes had a higher chi-square than
grades; however, in the second stage analysis that order reversed itself..



TABLE 17

Nino Strong Predictive Attributes
of Postgraduate 0coupotion

Predictive Attribute' *
I

Predictive
Strength **

1. Educational aspirations. 47.19 4

2. Knowledge of job educational requirements. 22.16

3. Grades in
C
school for past years, reported fall, 1973. 20.07

A. Knowledge of job educational requirements and knowledge of
incomes of different jobs. % 19.52

5. Participation in community activities, reported in fall, 1973.,J 1.164
6. Participation in community activities, reported in spring,

1974.
l

18.73

7. Openness of classroom environment, ratings Illen for English,
science and history or social studies classes. 16.81

8. Striving in goal-oriented activities. 16.59

9. Grades in school for 1973-1974 school year, reported in
spring, 1974. 15.19

% As identified in stage one of expectancy table analysis

"In order of decreasing predictive strength

***Value of chi square coefficient

Church

. A public library

A school board meeting

i A governmental or political meeting.

The thirdatteibute, which we have namea-10friving, combines 'cores for

students' answers to the measure of participation in commuhity activi-

ties and to several other questions asking how much homework they

usually complete, how often they participate in extra ricular activities

offered at school, how impaptant it is to them and to other udents incu'r-.4......""st

their school to get good grades and to be smart in school, and how often

they discuss their future plans and their conduct, in school and out,

with school personnel, relatives, friends and other adults. The group

of students with higher scores on these attributes were about half again

as likely to continue their education in their fist year after high school

as those who reported less goal-oriented activity. -High strivers were
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slightly less likely to work without continuing their education and were

much less likely to be unemployed.

Our findings do not promise that the experience students gain from

'these goal-oriented activities will enhance the prospectof.their continuing

their, education and reduce the chance they will be unemplOyed. Our

measures may reflect an innate energy level or degree of initiative

and persistence which helps to determine loth goal-oriented activity in

high school and early postgraduate occupation. It is worth noting, though,

that our results are at least consistent with the former possibility. If

so, parents and educators who encourage a student to participate in goal-

oriented activities may increase the likelihood that s/he will continue their

education soon after high school and decrease the probability of their being

unemployed in that period.

Students' perception of the openness of their classroom learning

environment in high school also strongly predicted first year postgraduate

occupation. This attribute was measured by 12 questions. Some of the

questions in this set asked how often students work alone in mosalii groups

during class, how often they walk around in the class, and whether they are

permitted to work at a,different rate from other student* Students

answered these questions about their English, science and social studies

or history classes. The measure that emerged as a strong predictor represents

the average score on responses to these questions for the three classes, so it

may be interpreted as representing the average amount of openness across

classes within schools. Students who reported greater:openness were more

than twice as likely to continue thfir education after high school',(60%

vs. 28%). Students who reported less openness were more than half again

as likely to work without continuing in school (59% vs. 32%) and to be

unemployed (13% vs. 8%). This suggests opr classroom openness measure may

be an important indicator of educational techniques which promote students'

chances of furthering their education beyond high school and counteract the

likelihood that they will be unemployed, at least in their first post-

graduate year.

4 In stages two And three of our analysis the only attributes that

met our minimum_ criterion for strong prediction were the ones included

in the expectancy table itself. None of, the attributes we tested discriki-

hated strongly among students with lower educational aspirations; among

those with high aspirations but low grades; or among students with high

aspirations, hillOgradtts, and high or low knowledge of job educational

requirements. The analysis was therefore terminated.
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ComAuWons

our discussion of the reports of rural high school graduates one year
out reaches four major conclusions:

Few rural graduates one year aftei-hfgh school graduation are
'leaving their home comMunities to seek jobs elsewhere. If
they are seeking employment they find it at home. Graduates
usually leave to contive their

edutation--not for jobs.

Patterns of postgraduate activities are very different across
school districts and not easily explained by community demo-
graphic differences.

When district variations are averaged out, rural, small town
suburban and urban high school graduates are surprisingly
'similar in terms of values, attitudes, and in their evalua-

' tions of the schools.

Educators may lind it possible to enhance the probability that
students Will further their education or reduce the like-
lihood of their being unemployed through educational practices
designed to modify the students' aspirations, career knowledge,
and participation in goal-oriented activities, and to regulate
the openness of clabsroom environments the tudent experiences.

....

In addition to these four major conclusions, our findings suggest
other areas for inquiry. The unemployment rate of 33% repotted for our
sample of graduates is high and should be a source of concern to educators.

6
The very substantial differences in aspirations, plans, and postgraduate
activities of the rural and small town samples as opposed to the urban and
suburban samples is also perhaps a cause for concern, especially since those
differences do not seem related to differences in ility of graduates.

We have also liesented in this report some indings which are
wperplexing: the farther away from a metropolitan area a community is

located the lower the unemployment rate of its recent graduates and the lower
the perceived motivation of pupils by their teachers the larger the numbero stagents continuing their education. Our school district size of nine

prevents us from more than speculation on these anomalous findings. We also
reported some interesting,data on students' attitudes-towards theii

schooling. The rural sample, relative to the urban sample, was more
satisfied with the counseling they received bit egpiessed less onfidence

Ain their schools' academic instruction, reputation in the nity, and
the adequacy of their extracurricular facilities.

.. vverall, however, the predicament that this report leaves unresolved

. is one that has plagued other researchers, educators
and policy- makers. We

have not very effectively Asolated "rurality." The evidence suggests that
it may not exist as a distinguistang

characteristic of high school seniors.
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TABLE A-1

School District Community Characteristics

(A) Percent going to college in 1970
.

28 47 27 38 26 21 30 28 82 34

(B) Percent white 95 98 98 100 100 83 99 88 98 95

IC) Distance to rieggest standard
metropolitan statistical area (miles) 36 229 60 375 126 80 83 55 85 123

(D) Per pupil expenditure (do/ lkars) 787 1329 739 1178 473 872 884 1018 886 NI
IE) Percent of 18-24 year olds

completing high school 60 . 72 63 82 51 59 57 59 56 .53

' IF) Per capita income. 181000 units) -.- 2.94 2.50 290 2.60 1.40 2.80 2.30 2.48

(G) Distance to nearest institution
of higher education ' , 90

.
24 20 .. -..45 21 106 56 53 ''''(52

(H) Number of pupils per district 1659 1366 1510 2350 1217 1607 2275 341 1603 1541

,,II)
M;

Percent below poverty
N

11 11. 16 15 13 40- 13 12 18 '13

I.1) Percent non-English speaking .
, -

16 14 21 27 ' 3 7 17 23 15

a
Because of nOn-correspondonce between 1970 census tracts and school district boundaries thesellata aro not available.
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'TABLE A-2

Tischer Perceptions of ThAi Pupils and Sdlooli

SO4001 DISTRICT

IA) leriousreas of protean; with pope
ability to skated in Sobs

- I

2.6

I

2.0

I

1.6

1 st

1.1

,

11

'
to 21

I
2.2

'
to

I
to

. (I) leritemnsw of problem with pope
ability to loomed sn portrcondwy schools fa 1.6 1.6 1.3 1 7 1.6 1 23 21 IA IA

IC) 'Uncover of me* motoetion problem 1 7 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.1 21 1.7 2.0
fa.

1.6

IC9 'Seth/1mM of pupil academic Lefties problems 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.3 1 7 1.6 1A 11 1.3 1 to

lE1 1Successful bum skills delivery
, r 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.2 IA 2.0 1 9 21 1.9 2.

(F) Ma:4mM lob skilb delivery 20 1 I 1.9 1 7 1.4 1.9 .11 1.1 If IA
(91k 'Percent of time all pupils work on same

activity 39 25 di 46. 34 37 -46 1

3.
37

941 lemon of herene moo puisth work on
mine activity 16 16 19 22 b '21 21 43 19 22

(I) OPercent of time Matt pussts work in smell groups 18 It 17
di

13 17 24 18 11 19 17
U) 'Maim of time all pupils work In

indivelueliaet/ actwity . II 16 23 12 14 7 12 9 6 13

IK1 'Percent of time most pupils work m
individualised activities 13 17 17 13 11 11 16 15 11 12

KEY

Ayers" district score of teediers' valuation of the senanneu of a palm problem,
3 This is a salsa problem in my school
2 This is a 1001iSIMI problem in my school
1 The if a Waal Wdblefn in my school
0. This is not a sweblem in my school

Average district score of teachers' evaluator, of tab degree to voted. schools ate accomplishing a pan obactive
3 Very well
2 Moderately well .
1 Slightly sag

Plot well a MI
er.

I Average dostift Wore of teachers' word on the ['montage of time their pupils mend in given activities



TABLE AN1`-'

parser Ilalmisihejentarby Semple #.

Saila, lot et mosey

Semis I
Met

iSimmtant

Somewhat'
MRparMoni .

Vary.
Impbrsmit,

PFD14Ct 'oral r1.5
' 54.b; ' 17 4

Mural/Sarnia/ 12.2 15.2 l 2i.4

Small Town 1114.0 66.2' f 111.5

tSuburbia
i

.

12.11 62.7
1

22.5

Urban 411h- 15.7 62.6 20.7

Total MU 14.0 64.4 21 S

. ti

,

'Opportunities to be 01191.1 and crhntive

Simple
Rot

important
SomMmt
Important

. Very
liportmor

--.4'
° ..FProject Pura 24.9 51.9 2taib

/Mural/Ardis,* 14.0, 51.S
,

34 2

Smell ?ewe 14.6 , 49.5 16.9

Subdtban 12:2 4.6.2,----*t _40-1

Urban 12 1 44 9 4) 1

.

Ibtal
,OAL
Kii 1) 5 47 7 31.S

1
Opportunities wet 'MU people
rather the things A)

!end. Met '
. importast

Sommmt"
importamt

Vary
Importimt,

Prolect burs'. 22.2 -42.7 34.1

lbsialdinaimm If.,
,

40.)
. .

63.0

Small Town 14.1 34.9 50.9
In

subusbee 8 t3.7 )5.7 50.6

Urban' 14.4 rv.. 14:4 .Ct,. 51.)

..11._

14.6 )6.1
gt

49.4

8

Opportamities to bagel to others
u1p941 to &moiety

Sempla,
Not

Impmetast
Mmemimt
importamt

helot Mord
9

12.4 54.9 - 22.6 ,

..
Suva/Panning 6.6 _14).0 50.4*

Small Two d.7 10.1 54.2
,

_Suburban 6.7 341.6 $4417

Urban 6.9 34.9 3).2

9g t9i (r
$

6.7, 40.4
(

5).2

ami
too

I. .

SaPl 1111W,
i

/1011141 Very
Importamt

Project Mural 47.4 22.0
.

SuralMmmin9 21.2 49.6 305

Small Tore . 22.7 O ink,29.4W
.

suburpu 22.4 47.1 10.5.

Uri., _0071.6 : 32.%

47.5 , 30.5Total NIS 22.0

Opportanitime tor modsrsto but stiiproprse
rather Shim the Mimeo of mrireme mooOsse Or Madams

110,10 nit
Impartmat

saawalat V

importimit
47 .i4-

ippertemt

Pro.lect mural 10.7 441'60.) ao.f)

OmraL/Prmim, 12.6 5).1 34.)

10611 Tows . ii, 12.2 -, 52.) 34.5

1).4 52.5 34.1

Often 16.1 .31.6 12.3

Taw IQs . . llTS ' 52.4 11.11 -

0

o The charms. So be laeder
,

p411. "'Mt
MOrtamt

167
2011,88T1mT

Project 1dra1 ' '4" 40.1 .. 1116

Rural/Swaim
4

42.7 i:.111. 14.2 '

Small Town 42.4 41,S 14.S

, 6 ) 1

. 4).2 40.0 16.9

UI
i

44.0 30.6 16.46

Total Ka 41.2 In 41.1 15.6

a

1.



TABLE A4
Life Values INIVII11111.111 by Sample

being successful yn my line of wort

Sample Mot
Important

liammMat
Important

' very
Important

Project Rural 1.7 36.11 61 '-

Rural/Farming 1.3 12 0 ' 66.0

56.11 rm. 1.0 14,4 .04 6 '

Suburban 1.3 13.6 65.0

Urban N 1 2 1 02.4

Total NIA *.1.2 144
.

.
64.6

Saving strong friendships

S.W.
,.

Not

Important
Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Proict Rural Et 3.0 37 9 511.1

Rural/Farming 1 6 10.6 76.7

Small Town
4

1 8 IS 2 00.0

Suburban 2.4 20 0 71.5 ,

Urban 1.9 16.6 01.6

Total MIS 1.0 10 6 79.5

Meng able to tied steady work

Sample
Not

Import
SomewMt
ImpOrtant ImportantImportant

Project Rural 6. 40 11 51.0

N.
aural/Parming 2 2 17 1 60 7

Small Town

:8

IS 6 70 6

is,sop -'79.0

Urban

)
3.5, 13.2 71.1

Total ILLS 1.8 19.4 77.0

Living closAarents and re Us*,
Illp

*ample -- Not

important
'Wombat
Important

Vary
Important

Project Rural 4;.o 26.5 5.6

Rural/74011n6 49.'1 42.2 1.4 .

47.4 41 9 6 71W 47 7 . .41.4 7) lk. 1

552 . 9 40.0 7 3Urban

dotal NI S SO 7 41 9 7 5
_

.1

Finding the r ghi person tomarry and hawing
a happy famdly life e ,

Sample
.

Not

Important
dommobet
Importan

. Very
/important

Prolect'aurol
P

,. 12 0 21.
.

67.0

latral/Tarming 3 S 127.2 64.3

Small Town 4.6 i3 4 01.9

Suburban ' 4 9 ' 13.0
4.

62.1

Urban 5 6 13.9 60.5

Total NI/ 1 4 3 4 11.9

4.4firting to correct imolai and_goomomi'd ineguelitiee

4.01. Not
Important

Somewhat
Impdrtant

Wiry
baportamt

Project Moral 40.9. 411.6 11.6

Rural/rarming 20.6 54 2 15.0

Small Town 21.4 S1.5 27.1

Suburban 19.( 51 1 29.2 4

22 1 52.5 15.4

total NU 21 0 ' 52.0 ,10.6

Ming a loader in ay community sr-

Sahple
Not

Important
Somewhat
Important

very
Important

Project Rural 54.9 , 37 3 7 4116

autaliForming 39.9 47 S
, 12.6

ef
Small Soso

, .

44 7 , 43,7 11 7
1

Spburban 45 2 41.1 11.5

Urban 51.9 34 0 10.1

Total 014 V 45 S 43.0 11.4

:Getting away from tn., area of the Country

'SONO,
110t

Important ,ImpOrtant
Ommlinmt Vary

Important

Prohpc6mral 67 4 20.2 12 4

aural/Farming 5 1 ''' 21 .6 13 0 ,

Small town / 54.* 20 11 4 15 2

tibutbSil SSA 77 II 14
r
2

Urban St 9 , 26.1 1B9

Total NW 54.6 26.2 14.1

l
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